
U-15 SOCCER 

21.10.14 Wexford CBS v Bridgetown VC 

Report: James Crean 

A windy Tuesday afternoon and the lads are in good form before the match. It’s one o’clock and 

Bridgetown get the match started. Good passing by Leon Nolan and Ciaran Carthy leads to a nice 

outside of the boot shot from Leon but the keeper makes the save. A neat pass by midfielder Gary 

Hall-Roche was slowed down by the strong winds. Classy play by centre-back pairing Cian Foley and 

Kallum Broaders keep the CBS solid in defence. Todd Hynes starts a good counter attack which 

results in a corner to CBS, but the corner kick comes to nothing. Goalkeeper Luke Moloney’s 

impressive save keeps the score at 0-0.  

Bridgetown win a corner but again the ball drifts wide. Gary, Cian and Kallum dominate the central 

areas for CBS. Bridgetown’s  counter attacks are rare with CBS enjoying the majority of possession. 

Bridgetown produce a fine through ball over Wexford’s defence and their forward slots home the 

ball for a 1-0 Bridgetown lead. Tough tackling from Bridgetown ensues with some CBS players 

getting fouled regularly.  

Todd Hynes finishes a free-kick  cross into the bottom left with a half volley. 1-1 . Bridgetown’s 

midfielder received a yellow card after a bad challenge on Gary Hall-Roche. Leon catches a powerful 

shot on the volley but it goes over the bar. Half-time 1-1. 

The second half kicks off with CBS now playing with the wind. Reece Murphy defends Bridgetown’s 

scorer and his tame cross is well gathered by Luke in goal. Free-kick for Wexford, Kallum Broaders 

steps up, a powerful shot from close to the sideline hits the back of the Bridgetown net to give CBS 

the lead. Cian Foley’s dominant defensive display continued in the second half.  CBS win a corner, 

Ciaran Carthy chips it and the ball goes directly in for another CBS goal, CBS 3-1 Bridgetown. An 

inventive back-heel for Kallum Broaders nutmegs the on rushing Bridgetown forward.  

The rain started to appear and the ball starts to skip on the slippery pitch surface. Scott Keeling 

replaced Shane Bergin up front for CBS. Ciaran Carthy’s presence in the middle makes Bridgetown 

work for every 50/50 ball. Kallum cleared yet another Bridgetown attack. Cian Whelan replaced Leon 

Nolan. Todd Hynes free kick hits the crossbar.. 

Ryan Lynch comes on for goal-scorer Ciaran Carthy. Bridgetown got a goal back in the very last 

minute and the referee blows the full-time whistle. 

Full-Time Bridgetown VC 2-3 Wexford CBS 

Luke Moloney, Reece Murphy, Cian Foley(Capt), Kallum Broaders, Tre Long, Justin Butler, Gary Hall-

Roche, Ciaran Carthy, Shane Bergin, Todd Hynes, Leon Nolan. 

Subs: Scott Keeling, Cian Whelan, Jamie Dawson, Ryan Lynch, Liam Godkin, Gary Carroll, Dylan 

French, David Harte, Shane O’Neill, Jack Byrne 



 

 


